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BIOGRAPHIES -- SPEAKERS
Tyhson Banighen (Tappen, BC): Tyhson is a Reiki Master, dowser, geomancer and energy
detective who assists others to become healthier, to grow healthier food, and to live in a healthier
environment. He and his partner Serah Roer lead Sacred Shuswap Outings to commune with
landscape and garden devas and elementals. Website: www.energydetective.ca e-mail:
tyhson@sunwave.net.
Tyhson will be teaching the Beginner’s Dowsing Workshop on Friday. Beginners will
learn how to establish a reliable working relationship with their pendulums. They will also learn
how to improve their intuition, change beliefs, and communicate with their Higher Selves.
Susan Broznitsky (Winfield, BC): Following the birth of her daughter, Susan turned to
homeopathy for her family’s health. She is a Reiki practitioner, homeopath, and Qi Gong
instructor. She recently completed training in The Reconnection, a new modality facilitated by
Dr.Eric Pearl and offers Reconnective Healing. e-mail: broznitsky@telus.net
Susan’s workshop entitled “Tools for Self-Empowerment and Awakening” will include
“The Reconnection: A New Energetic Modality,” “Our Inner Truth Barometer,” and
“Awakening” to Our True Nature.” In addition, she will be offering a 30 minute Satsang to close
the Friday evening session.
James Gilliland (Trout Lake, WA): After a near-death experience James began a spiritual
journey which included work with yogis, lamas, master teachers and included extensive practices
in meditation. He is a teacher, spiritual counsellor, and energetic healer. He has published two
books Reunion With Source and Becoming Gods II. e-mail: ufojames@gorge.net
In his talk, James will share some of his extensive documentation of his close
encounters with extraterrestrials and thousands of UFOs that visit his Sattva Sanctuary. He will
continue beyond the now-accepted fact that they are here and examine why they are here.
Anna Fornachon (Mexico): A lover of travel and diversity within the human realms, Anna’s
journeys are spent in ceremony and focusing on the journey into the now and the heart. She is an
artist by trade – mainly tile mosaics, graphic design, and painting. e-mail:
a_fornachon@hotmail.com

In her talk, Anna gives a brief introduction into the world of moving and transforming
energies. This includes communication with crystals and how to become sensitive to crystal soul
consciousness – working with their energies and creating entry points within the planetary matrix
to raise the vibration of global consciousness. Her workshop is entitled “Activate Crystal
Communion In Your Life To Share With Mother Earth.” It is an introduction to various forms of
crystals and how they can be utilized in healing and other aspects of daily life.
Carol Heywood-Babrauskas (Issaquah, WA): The author of Passionate Pinky and the
Evolutionary Experiment, Carol is a seer with a unique perspective of Earth’s evolutionary path.
She clearly sees the current planetary upheaval as a transitionary step as Mother Earth reawakens
into her sovereignty and rises up to begin a new higher-frequency cycle where Love prevails.
She recently completed the Ecovillage Development Education Program at Findhorn in Scotland.
e-mail: pinkrose@centurytel.net
Carol’s talk is titled “If It’s Not Fun It’s Not Sustainable.” She will share her recent
visions regarding Earth’s evolutionary path, including 2012, and how sustainable community
living in harmony with Nature is the Heaven on Earth we can create now.
Dr. Miceal Ledwith (Olympia, WA): Miceal is a scientist, former university president, past
director of the Vatican’s International Theological Commission and personal theological advisor
to the late Pope John Paul. He now shares his life-time studies, including many revelations into
teaching that may have been lost, concealed, or distorted by religions. He was one of the scholars
featured in “What the Bleep Do We Know,” and “Down the Rabbit Hole.” He is the author of
The Orb Project, Orbs: Clues to a More Exciting Universe, The Hidden Years: How Jesus
Became the Christ, and Deep Deceptions. e-mail: contact@hamburgeruniverse.com
Miceal’s talk on Saturday is entitled “Personal Empowerment: Understanding the
Mechanics of Creating the Kind of Life We Desire.” His post-conference workshop on Sunday,
“2012: Armageddon or Opportunity? What may we expect: and what can we do to ensure our
safety and well being?” will follow on Saturday’ theme. He will talk about how and why selfhelp programmes have failed over the years and how we can fix them He will also talk about the
“hidden years” of Jesus and how his teachings are actually what we could call tools for
programming the quantum field.
Alexandra Luppold (Calgary, AB): Alexandra came to Canada from Germany eleven years
ago with just a backpack and a dream to search for peace. In 2003, she started to co-create the
Sacred Cosmo-Grams, which are a language of the light, used to support and assist the expansion
of the love consciousness. Along with her guides, the “Light Beings of the Cosmo-Grams,” she
has created many useful tools to empower everyone to live a peaceful life. e-mail:
lovecosmogram@gmail.com
Alexandra’s presentation will introduce many of the multidimensional CosmoGrams
with their teachings and utilization. In her workshop “Sacred CosmoGram in Ceremony,” she
will share more teachings and through guided meditation lead you to heal yourself of old patterns
of attachment and walk into your true being.
Sabina Pettit (Victoria, BC): Sabina is the founder and director of Pacific Essences. She is also
a Doctor of Traditional Chinese Medicine and has spent over 25 years researching and
integrating the wisdom and knowledge of eastern medicine with flower essences. e-mail:
sabina@pacificessences.com

Sabina’s presentation is “The Mystery: Harnessing the Life Force in Nature to Nourish
Our Spirit and Heal our Body/Mind.” With images of the flower essences from the Pacific
Northwest and the first sea essences in the world, and selected healing stories drawn from nearly
30 years of use, she will explore the power of these vibrational substances to heal humans “to be
what we can be.”
Heather Macauley (Sedona, AZ): Heather is the author of Children of Light, a fantasyadventure for young adults which combines quantum physics and ideas about how perception
creates reality. She has also written and narrated two CDs. “The Silent Language of Peace,” is an
audio-programme filled with simple yet life changing tools. Website: www.aspaceoflove.com
and e-mail: a spaceoflove@gmail.com
In her presentation, “The How-To of Healing: Simple Tools That Really Work,”
Heather will help you understand how to move out of problems and into solutions. Her talk will
include a sound healing segment with psychoacoustic music and toning. Her workshop,
‘Moving Quickly Through Negativity!” is an experiential class for anyone who gets stuck in
negative emotions and wants a quick way to shift into feeling better by using sound, essential
oils, etc.
Kay Proudfoot (Welland, ON): Kay is an inspirational speaker, ascension guide, teacher, artist,
and writer. She has gone through many years of preparation to assist the planet and humanity
through this time of ascension. She is one who walks her talk, having set herself free from many
addictions and intense fear, through reconnecting with her Higher Self and Source. Website:
www.proudfootconnection.com
Kay’s talk is entitled “Navigating Through the Ascension Process to Freedom.” She
shares information about the symptoms of ascension and offers tools to assist you to flow
through this transformation with greater ease. In her workshop on Sunday, she will provide more
information to those who are interested in accelerating their ascension journey.
Mazebah Taahn (White Rock, BC): In the Haida language, Mazebah Taahn means Cosmic
Spirit Bear. He has worked with crystals for over 30 years. His work involves showing clients
how to use “master key” crystals to connect to their ascended masteries. He has studied dowsing,
NLP, body electronics and many other healing modalities. Mazebah is producing cosmic
conscious technologies for us to help heal and ascend the planet for peace, harmony, and cosmic
love. e-mail: aumakah@gmail.com
Mazebah’s talk is “Experience Cosmic Heart Integration Through Love.” We will begin
by connecting with a Cosmic Bead and will move forward by using prayer, meditation, toning,
and our own conscious presence. We will free ourselves by ascending and healing our blocks,
the mind control we had unconsciously accepted, and any other limitations we have placed on
ourselves.

